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Atomic and electronic structure and interatomic potentials at a polar ceramic/metal interface:
ˆ222‰MgO/Cu
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Local density functional theory~LDFT! calculations, within the plane-wave-pseudopotential framework, are
performed for the$222%MgO/Cu polar interface, with the objective of elucidating the atomic and electronic
structure of the interface, as well as interface interatomic potentials. Calculations are performed for both
coherent interfaces and semicoherent interfaces that approximate the lattice constant mismatch of the true
system. Calculations of local electronic density of states and adhesive energies are performed primarily for
coherent interfaces. The density of electronic states at the interface for the oxygen-terminated configuration
exhibits a peak in the bulk MgO energy gap that results from O(2p)-Cu(3d) hybridization. The calculated
interface adhesive energies for coherent interfaces as a function of the interface spacing and translation state
are well reproduced by a simple analytical expression that combines an attractive Rydberg-function term and
a repulsive pairwise Born-Mayer potential across the interface. Calculations are performed for a semicoherent
interface with 535 Cu layer unit cells opposite 434 MgO layer unit cells, an approximation to the true
system with lattice constant ratio of 7/6, to investigate the relaxation at the interface in the presence of misfit.
The terminating oxygen layer as well as the interface Cu layer exhibits warping albeit on a scale of less than
0.1 Å. @S0163-1829~99!12047-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Interfaces between ceramic and metallic phases a
prominent feature in many technologically importa
materials,1,2 and understanding their structure and proper
is therefore of considerable interest. Recently, atomic-s
structural characterization of some relatively simple ceram
metal ~C/M! interfaces such as $100%MgO/Ag,3–5

$222%MgO/Cu,6–9 $222%CdO/Ag,10 alumina/Cu,11 spinel/Ag
and Al,12 and alumina/Nb~Ref. 13! has been made b
electron14 and field-ion microscopy and by x-ray technique
Realistic atomistic simulations of such systems are desir
in order to elucidate the experimental observations and
address features inaccessible to experiment. The lack o
terface interatomic potentials of demonstrated reliabil
however, has been an obstacle to the application of clas
~molecular statics and dynamics and Monte Carlo! simula-
tions to ceramic/metal interfaces. First-principles calcu
tions appear indispensable for improving our theoretical
derstanding of C/M interfaces and also for providi
benchmark results against which candidate interface in
atomic potentials can be tested.

In this work, local density functional theory~LDFT! cal-
culations are performed for$222%MgO/Cu, one of the mos
widely experimentally studied model C/M interfaces. Stru
turally and chemically sharp$222%MgO/Cu interfaces can be
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~23!/16094~9!/$15.00
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synthesized conveniently by internal oxidation.6 The inter-
faces between MgO precipitates and the Cu matrix in in
nally oxidized specimens have been observed by atom-p
field ion microscopy6,7 and high-resolution electron
microscopy.8,9 More recently,Z-contrast scanning transmis
sion electron microscopy,15 as well as spatially resolved
electron energy loss spectroscopy16,17has been applied. MgO
precipitates of octahedral shape with$222% facets are found
primarily,6 terminated by an oxygen layer at the interface18

Simulation of $222%MgO/Cu is technically challenging
because of its polarity~the atomic layers are charged on th
ceramic side of the interface! and its high degree o
misfit ~about 15%!. Unlike neutral interfaces @e.g.,
MgO/Pd~100!#,19 which have relatively weak adhesion, th
chemical bonding of polar interfaces is typically strong. B
cause of the large misfit of$222%MgO/Cu, calculations for
coherent interfaces must be regarded only as a prelimin
step toward treating the full misfitting system. The ratio
MgO and Cu lattice constants is approximately 7/6, a
therefore the periodic structures with the smallest interf
unit cells are expected to contain at least 49 Cu atoms an
O ~or Mg! atoms per~111! atomic layer. We have not ye
done calculations on systems of this size~with at least sev-
eral hundred atoms in the three-dimensional unit cells! but
have instead treated smaller cells to elucidate the structur
the interface with misfit. In one calculation we consider a 4
16 094 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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ratio of Cu/O atomic spacing in one direction and eq
spacing in the other; in a larger calculation we conside
lattice constant ratio of 5/4~rather than 7/6! in both direc-
tions within the interface plane.

In previous work,20 we calculated adhesive energies w
LDFT for several MgO/Cu interfaces, within the cohere
interface approximation; the Cu interatomic spacing para
to the interface was scaled to match that of MgO. Lar
adhesive energies were found for$222% than for$100% inter-
faces, and for the O-terminated than for the Mg-termina
$222% interface.

In the remainder of this introduction, we briefly revie
the literature on ceramic/metal interface interactions.
though polar interfaces, the focus of this work, are the m
demanding case, we also mention models of nonpolar in
faces. A unified model suitable for treating interfaces of
bitrary orientation would, of course, be desirable. No co
parisons of first-principles calculations with the atomis
models described below for polar interfaces have appeare
the literature.

Noguera and Bordier21 present a qualitative discussion
the different contributions to the adhesion of nonpo
insulator-metal interfaces. Their Green’s function formu
tion of insulator-metal interface electronic structure,22 how-
ever, was designed to illustrate general spectral featu
rather than to make quantitative predictions for real int
faces. A treatment of interface dispersion~van der Waals!
forces based on the Lifshitz model has been performed
various metal-alumina interfaces;23 however, this term repre
sents only one component of the overall interaction in m
systems, and furthermore, the accuracy of the results is
ficult to assess. Image-charge interactions are thought t
significant for many C/M interfaces. An early formulation
image forces treated the metal as a continuum;24,25 however,
a discrete version26 was recently applied successfully
$100%MgO/Ag interfaces.27 The semiclassical aspect of th
image-interaction approach may restrict its validity. T
embedded-atom method~EAM! and approaches similar i
spirit have been widely applied to metals, and a modifi
form ~MEAM ! has been introduced to treat systems w
angular-dependent bonding. MEAM has been applied
alumina-aluminum interfaces.28 An attractive feature of
MEAM is that the interface interaction for native oxides
implicit in the potential models that describe the bulk me
and ceramic. Further, the model encompasses interface
arbitrary orientation within a single framework. Anoth
treatment in which the interface interaction is implicit in th
parametrization of the bulk energies is the variable cha
ES1 potential model.29 We note also that in the absence
potential models of demonstrated reliability for polar inte
faces,ad hoc interface interaction potentials scaled to gi
the correct misfit but otherwise arbitrary30 have also been
applied.

In Sec. II, previous atomistic treatments of the interact
energy of ceramic/metal interface are reviewed. The pre
reliability of most of these models is uncertain, particula
for polar interfaces. The method employed in our LDFT
terface calculations is summarized in Sec. III. The appli
tion of LDFT to coherent and semicoherent$222%MgO/Cu
interfaces is described in Sec. IV. The nature of the interf
electronic structure is discussed.
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II. LOCAL DENSITY FUNCTIONAL THEORY METHOD

In this work, the Kohn-Sham equations of LDFT31

are solved within the plane-wave-pseudopoten
representation.32 Two different plane wave codes ar
used,33,34 both of which employ iterative algorithms. A par
allel code34 was employed for the largest cells, as well as
the investigation of gradient corrections. Norm-conserv
pseudopotentials35 cast in the separable form of Kleinma
and Bylander are used in conjunction with Gaussia
broadened energy levels36 and specialk-point37 sampling.
Most of the pseudopotentials are generated with the cod
Troullier and Martins.35

The periodic unit cells in our calculations are based
either a multilayer or a periodic slab geometry.20 The
multilayer geometry38,39 contains two interfaces per unit ce
and an odd number of ceramic layers. The periodic slab
ometry contains one C/M interface and two free surfa
separated by a gap. In our previous work,20 substantially the
same results for the interface adhesive energy were found
both geometries. The multilayer geometry, which is the pr
erable one because it avoids possible spurious electric fi
that may occur in the periodic slab geometry, is restricted
coherent interfaces and translation states for which the
interfaces in the unit cell are identical.

Periodic boundary conditions restrict the calculations
commensurate interfaces. Most of the calculations treat
interface as coherent, with the in-plane Cu interatomic sp
ings stretched to the value for MgO. In Sec. III C, calcu
tions for commensurate but semicoherent interfaces are
sented, to determine the atomic-density dependence of
interface potential. Several stacking sequences of$222% ~or
$111%) coherent layers across the interface come into con
eration. The ‘‘normal’’ sequence in which the ceram
~metal! sequence is continued across the interface, for
ample,ABCabc, where the upper-case letters refer to t
stacking of the terminating species on the ceramic side~i.e.,
O when layers of that species are at the interface with!
and the lower-case refers to the metallic layers, is adop
throughout.

Gradient corrections to LDFT have recently been appl
in a context similar to the present application, specifica
metal adsorbates on MgO$100%.40 Binding energies were
found substantially reduced relative to the uncorrected
sults. Experience suggests that gradient corrections imp
accuracy in calculations for surfaces and adsorbates. L
experience exists regarding their application to heteroph
interfaces. We present some calculations including the g
eralized gradient correction41 ~GGA! of adhesive energies to
compare with LDFT calculations. Calculations pertaining
the comparison of the GGA with LDFT were done with th
FEMD code.34

III. COHERENT INTERFACES

The MgO/Cu interface is known to be semicoherent, w
a two-dimensional network of misfit dislocations. In spite
the large misfit, a substantial fraction of the interface, outs
of the dislocation cores, is approximately coherent. Calcu
tions for the coherent interface therefore give informati
about the coherent patches of the real interface. Another
tivation for considering coherent interfaces is that proper
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of the semicoherent interface may be approximated
weighted averages of properties of coherent interfaces
differ in their parallel translation.

A. Adhesive energy

1. Dependence on interface spacing

Although not measurable directly, the adhesive-ene
curve is a useful construct for theoretical treatments of in
face bonding. A possible ambiguity arises for polar int
faces, because the ceramic polar free surface may re
struct. Our calculations42 for MgO suggest that
unreconstructed oxygen terminated$222%MgO free surfaces
are metastable, although experimentally they are known
reconstruct.43 Our calculated adhesive energies are with
spect to unreconstructed ceramic free surfaces.

The total energy versus interface separation is calcula
for anion- and cation-terminated$222%MgO/Cu interfaces,
with the spacings between adjacent anion and cation~222!
layers in MgO and~111! layers in Cu fixed at their bulk
values, and, as noted above, the in-plane Cu interato
spacings stretched to match the O interatomic spacing
bulk MgO, based on an assumed lattice constant,a
54.20 Å. Two additional degrees of freedom to those
ready specified correspond to the rigid-body translation p
allel to the interface of the Cu block relative to the Mg
block of atoms. The minimum-energy translation state
curs at the hollow position, for which Cu atoms are equid
tant from three nearest-neighbor terminating-plane-oxide
oms. The geometry of the interface bilayer corresponding
the hollow position is illustrated in Fig. 1, which shows sch
matically the locations of interface-layer Cu atoms~filled
circles! and O atoms~open circles! projected onto a plane
parallel to the layers. The energy variation as a function
~lateral! displacement from the hollow position is address
below.

To reduce the computational effort, most of the adhes
energy calculations employ the periodic slab geometry, w
(3,3u3) (Mg,OuCu) layers in theABCabc stacking se-
quence, and three specialk-point ~minimal! sampling. Tests
for (5,5u5) layer cells, with 3k points and 37k points,

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of interface-layer Cu atoms~filled
circles! and O atoms~open circles! projected onto a plane paralle
to the $111% layers for an oxygen terminated coherent MgO/C
interface bilayer with parallel translation corresponding to the h
low position.
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yielded similar results. A gap of 6.2 Å between the slabs w
employed in all of the periodic-slab calculations.

The adhesive energy curve for nonpolar ceramic/metal
terfaces~e.g., $100%MgO/Ag) was previously found to be
well described by the Rydberg function44,45

Er~z!52e~11z* !exp~2z* !, ~1!

wheree is the depth of the potential well,z* 5(z2z0)/ l , z0
is the equilibrium interface separation, andl is a scaling
length. We find the Rydberg function also provides an ac
rate fit to the adhesive energy of polar$222%MgO/Cu inter-
faces. From calculations at 0.1 Å intervals ofz for a slab with
(3,3u3) (Mg,OuCu) layers, we obtain a prefactore
52.75 eV/atom,z051.25 Å, andl 50.62 Å for the O ter-
mination, and e51.7 eV/atom, z052.1 Å, and l
50.86 Å for the Mg termination. GGA calculations wer
performed for the oxygen-terminated interface. The interfa
spacingz0 increases by about 0.08 Å,e is reduced by 23%
and l is reduced by 10%, in the GGA calculations relative
LDFT values. The correction introduced by the GGA in th
context is relatively smaller than for adsorbed atoms on n
tral substrates.40

The Cu-O bond length that corresponds toz051.25 Å is
about 2.1 Å. This is smaller than the sum of Cu and O io
radii ~about 2.3 Å!, but larger than measured Cu-O bon
lengths in other systems, as discussed below.

2. Dependence on parallel translation

LDFT total-energy calculations are performed on coh
ent interfaces for which the parallel translation vector of t
interface as well as the interface separation is allow
to vary. Adhesive energy curves for O-terminat
$222%MgO/Cu interfaces with different parallel translation
of the Cu layers relative to the O interface layer are shown
Fig. 2. The parallel translation for each curve is indicated
the corresponding symbol in the inset diagram; results for
hollow position described in the preceding section cor

l-

FIG. 2. Calculated energies per interface Cu atom of oxyg
terminated coherent$222%MgO/Cu interfaces versus interface sep
ration for several parallel interface-translation states. The differ
symbols correspond to different translation states, which are il
trated in the inset. The symbol positions in the inset denote
location of the Cu interface layer atoms~projected onto a plane
parallel to the interface! relative to the oxygen interface layer a
oms, which are taken to be located at the vertices of the inset fig
Continuous curves represent fits based on the analytical model
~2!. In this work, all of the hollow-centered triangles in the inset a
regarded as equivalent, and the difference between fcc and
stacking at the interface is neglected.
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spond to the inverted solid triangles. The other curves co
spond to parallel translations, where the Cu atoms are
placed from the hollow position. Five different off-cent
positions are indicated in the inset, and the correspond
results for total energy are plotted. We note that all of
curves essentially coincide at large interface separation,
the curves for off-center positions deviate from the hollo
position curve at smaller interface separations. Thus
hollow-position curve gives an envelope that represent
lower bound for the off-center curves.

3. Analytical representation

The numerical results for varying interface spacing a
parallel translation can be represented by a simple analy
form. A central force interaction complemented by a on
body z-dependent potential,

Eint5E11E2 , ~2!

accurately reproduces the calculated adhesive energies
one-body contributionE15Er(z), and the two-body term
E25(EBM[(A exp(2brij) is a Born-Mayer-like interaction
between pairs of Cu and O atoms across the interface.
quantityzi is the distance of Cu atoms from the terminati
insulating layer~assumed flat!, and r i j is the separation o
Cu-O pairs. It is convenient to impose a cutoff on bothE1
and E2, which we take to be of the Tersoff form.46 We
choose the cutoff parameters46 R52.9 Å and 1.6 Å for
contributions toE1 and E2, respectively; the width of the
Tersoff cutoff function in both cases isD50.3 Å . The val-
ues obtained for the O termination areA54254 eV, b
54.73 Å21 and for the Mg terminationA5895 eV, b
53.54 Å21. The continuous curves in Fig. 2 show the pr
dictions of Eq.~2! for the O-terminated$222%MgO/Cu inter-
face. Close agreement exists between the model and
LDFT total energy calculations.

The Mg-terminated$222%MgO/Cu interfaces have no
been observed experimentally, and our further considerat
will, therefore, refer only to the O termination. Since th
equilibrium ~LDFT! CuO bond lengthr 052.1 Å is larger
than the cutoffR51.6 Å , the contributions toE2 become
appreciable only at short range. It follows that apart from
Born-Mayer core-overlap contributions, the interface inter
tion essentially depends, in effect, on the interface ‘‘free v
ume,’’ proportional to the interface separationz. Although
Eq. ~2! gives a concise parametrization of calculated ad
sive energies, its form masks to some extent the qualita
nature of the interface chemical bonding, for example,
dependence of bonding on bond lengths and coordinatio

B. Interface electronic structure

The interatomic interactions at the interface are de
mined fundamentally by the electronic structure, the lo
electronic spectra and the charge state in the vicinity of
interface are therefore of interest.

1. Interface electronic spectra

LDFT calculations were performed for a bulk interfa
@(5,6u6) (Mg,OuCu) layers#, a Cu monolayer on an oxygen
terminated MgO substrate, and an unreconstructed oxy
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terminated MgO free surface. Energy spectra for 160k points
were obtained based on the self-consistent electron pote
generated with 37k points. The results were analyzed
determine the layer-projected densities of states in the vi
ity of the interface or free surface~see Fig. 3!. The densities
of states for the layers other than the CuO bilayer at
interface are relatively bulklike, which indicates that the i
terface perturbation is essentially confined to the interf
bilayer. The panels labeled ‘‘bulk’’ represent layers two la
ers removed from the interface. The MgO gap~see second
panel from bottom! is approximately 5 eV, considerabl
smaller than the experimental value of 7.8 eV, as is typica
LDFT calculations. The precise position of the Fermi ener
within the MgO gap is determined by the interface dipo
potential.

The densities of states of the interface bilayer~second
through fifth panels from the top of Fig. 3! show a peak some
tenths of an eV below the Fermi level, within the bulk Mg
gap. This peak is absent from the surface O-layer spectru
an MgO free surface~bottom panel!, and results from anti-
bonding hybrid states that mix Cu(3d) and O(2p). These
are metal-induced gap states, which decay exponent
with distance from the interface.16 The presence of such
high-lying antibonding states ofd character~as well as cor-
responding low-lying bonding states! is typical of copper-
oxide bonding and is found, for example, in Cu2O ~Ref. 51!
and O/Cu~100! adsorbate systems.47 Some characteristics o
the bonding of these three systems are qualitatively sim
in spite of the differences in their detailed geometries. O
gen atoms are coordinated to four Cu atoms in Cu2O and
O/Cu~100! and three Cu atoms at an oxygen-terminated
herent $222%MgO/Cu interface. Furthermore, the oxyge
copper bond length in Cu2O and O/Cu~100! is shorter~1.8–
1.9 Å! than for the interface~2.1–2.2 Å!, andpd interactions
are therefore expected to be somewhat stronger in
former. The tail of the Cud-band at the interface~second and
third panels from the top! extends slightly above the Ferm
energy, which opens somed-band holes. The present calcu
lations, however, lack the resolution to determine whet

FIG. 3. Calculated layer-projected densities of states for un
constructed ~222! MgO free surface~bottom panel!, oxygen-
terminated MgO/Cu interface~second, fourth, fifth, and sevent
panels!, Cu monolayer on oxygen terminated MgO substrate~third
and sixth panel! The panels labeled ‘bulk’ refer to interior layers
two layers away from the interface. The bottom panel was lined
so that the valence band coincides approximately with that in
second panel. The low-lying peak at about218 eV is the O (2s)
state.
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the interface Cu hole count is enhanced relative to the b
Atomic resolution spatially resolved EELS measuremen16

of the L3/2 edge did not exhibit any ‘‘white-line’’ intensity,
which would have been expected in the presence of s
enhancement. Since the majority of the Cu-O antibond
states lie within the occupied region, a measurement of th
states would be of interest. In principle, this would be p
sible by x-ray emission47,48 on an$222%MgO substrate with
an evaporated Cu monolayer, although specimen prepara
would be difficult because of the instability of fre
$222%MgO surfaces.43,49

2. Interface charge state

In a previous paper,20 the one-dimensional planar
averaged pseudo-charge densityn(z) was analyzed to esti
mate the charge transferred across the interface relativ
free-surface reference systems. As expected, the transfe
oxygen-terminated$222%MgO/Cu polar interfaces, about tw
tenths of an electron, was greater than that for neu
$100%MgO/Cu interfaces. The geometrical-overlap comp
nent of atomic charge transfer,50 which is added to the physi
cal charge transfer to determine the total charge trans
however, was not analyzed. The absolute value of cha
transfer formulated in this way is somewhat arbitrary and
only be understood by comparison with results for other s
tems. We have not performed this analysis for MgO/Cu.

Although chemical bonding in bulk MgO is essential
ionic, Cu-O bonding at the interface has characteristics a
of covalent and metallic bonding. The incomplete filling
the Cu d band gives rise to nonspherical charge densit
directional bonding, and covalency,51 although these effect
are less pronounced at the$222%MgO/Cu interface than in
Cu2O, because of the longer bond lengths. The bonding
has metallic features in view of the nonzero Fermi ene
DOS, which is related to metal-induced-gap states.16 One
might naively expect from chemical-valence consideratio
that both O and Cu adopt their standard charge states2
and 11 at the interface, but because of the complex interp
of metallic, ionic, and covalent features at the interface,
formal valences are not in themselves very informative.

IV. SEMICOHERENT INTERFACES

To ascertain the structure and properties of real MgO
interfaces, account must be taken of the large misfit,

h[~aMgO2aCu!/@2~aMgO1aCu!#50.15. ~3!

Calculations are performed for two different semicoher
interfaces. The smallest commensurate unit cell consis
with the lattice constant ratioaMgO/aCu'7/6 contains 36
MgO and 49 Cu atoms per layer. To simulate an interfa
with at least three layers on each side would require a
cell with over three hundred atoms. Although calculatio
for a cell of this size are not entirely prohibitive, we prese
here calculations on cells that represent the misfit more
proximately.

A. Flat atomic layers

To investigate how the lattice constant mismatch infl
ences the interaction across the interface, we consider a
k.
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cell in which the separations of adjacent Cu atoms alo
rows in the close packed@11̄0# direction ~parallel to the
interface! are shortened, without altering the separation
tween rows. Specifically, we treat a layer unit cell wi
431 Cu atoms opposite 331 O atoms~Fig. 4!. This con-
figuration corresponds to a relative densityr51.33, close to
the ideal valuer51.36. The 431/331 atomic configura-
tion, although not experimentally realizable, should indic
how the adhesive energy changes forr different from unity.
The unit cell in this calculation contains 3 MgO and 3 C
layers, and 30 atoms altogether. The Cu layers below
interface have the same density as the layer at the interf
which ensures that the atomic density on the metallic side
the interface is close to that of bulk Cu. The Cu layers
arranged in anabc sequence. As a reference calculation w
treat a cell similar to the 431/331 cell, except that the
interface Cu layer is 331 and is coherent with the termina
ing O layer on the MgO side of the interface. In this case
discontinuity in density occurs between the first and sec
layers of Cu. This reference calculation therefore diffe
from the coherent interface calculations described in an
lier section, in which no such discontinuity occurs.

Calculated total energies as a function of interface spac
for the 431/331 (r51.33) and the 331/331 (r51.0)
cells were fitted to Eq.~1!. We find that the prefactorse ~per
Cu atom! scaled inversely with the layer atomic density:

re~r!5e~1!. ~4!

Accordingly, no additional interface bonding is achiev
by increasing the Cu density beyond the equiatomic com
sition. ~This does not imply that the coherent interfacer
51.0 is favored, since metal-metal interactions must also
considered.!

The fits to Eq.~1! also yieldedz051.49 (1.30) Å and
l 50.52 (0.58) Å forr51.33 (1.0). Although the inter-
face separationz0 has increased, the mean Cu-O bond len
across the interface is about 2.0 Å, close to the value of
Å corresponding to the coherent interface.

Because of the constraint of flat layers, as well as ot
approximations, these results must be regarded only as q
tative. To explore the consequences of misfit in more de
an unconstrained relaxation of the interface must be p
formed.

B. Fully relaxed atomic layers

Calculations are performed for an interface with layer u
cells of dimension 434 ~MgO! over 535 ~Cu!. Although

FIG. 4. Small unit-cell model of a semicoherent$222% MgO/Cu
interface. Cu interatomic separation along a close-packed direc

(^11̄0&, horizontal in figure! is 3/4 that in MgO. Interface unit cel
therefore contains 431 Cu atoms~closed circles! opposite 331 O
atoms~open circles!.
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this represents a larger misfit (h50.22) than occurs in the
actual MgO/Cu interface (636/737, h50.15), the model
calculations are expected to exhibit at least some qualita
features of misfit that are present in the real system.
periodic unit cell comprises 187-atom slabs that consist o
layers of O and 3 layers of Mg on the ceramic side an
layers of Cu on the metal side. The extra oxygen layer w
included to reduce the spurious dipole effect that occ
when an equal number of charged Mg and O layers are
ployed. The computational cell includes a ‘‘vacuum’’ lay
~between periodically repeated slabs! with thickness 6.2 Å,
analogous to the coherent interface calculations discusse
the preceding section.

It was anticipated that greater relaxation would occur
the metallic side than on the MgO side of the interface, a
the lattice constant of Cu was chosen to be 3.56 Å, o
about 1% lower than the experimental value. According
most of the deviation between the misfit of the chosen
(h50.22) and the true system (h50.15) is absorbed by the
MgO layers. Thus, the lattice constant ratio of 5/4, in co
junction with the Cu lattice constant given above, dictates
MgO lattice constant of 4.45 Å, 6% larger than the expe
mental value. Since MgO is therefore under a large ten
strain, the relaxation on the MgO side of the interface m
be viewed with caution. Calculations for a computational c
that incorporates the true misfit of the system will elimina
the necessity of imposing this unrealistic strain. A calcu
tion for a 399-atom cell is in progress,42 and the results will
be presented elsewhere.

All 187 atoms are allowed to relax both parallel and p
pendicular to the interface. To reduce the size of the ca
lation, optimized Cu and O pseudopotentials52 were adopted
that enable a relatively small plane-wave cutoff energy of
Ry, and only the gamma~zone-center! point was used to
calculate charge density. The atomic relaxation was acc
plished primarily with a quenched molecular dynamics p
cedure.

The results presented in this work correspond to a star
configuration in which one Cu atom in each unit cell li
precisely in a three-fold hollow site with respect to the int
face O layer~Fig. 2!. Other parallel translation states cou
be considered~for example, with one Cu atom per cell in th
on-top position!, but the chosen one yields the informatio
we are seeking. We note that for a cell with mis
636/737 ~see Fig. 1 in Ref. 53!, with one of the cell di-
mensions divisible by 3, a cell with one O in an on-to
position and another in a threefold hollow site is achiev
with the same parallel translation.

1. Mean layer positions and warping

Figure 5 depicts the mean atomic layer coordinate~z! nor-
mal to the interface on the abscissa, and the layer warp
represented by the standard deviation of this coordinate f
given layer, on the ordinate. The interface is located az
50, equidistant from the interface Cu and O layers. T
mean interface separation is about 1.6 Å, slightly higher
comparable to the value obtained in the flat-atomic-layer
culation presented in the previous section.

The layer warping has a simple interpretation. In we
matched regions, in which the atoms are essentially in h
low sites with respect to their partners across the interfa
e
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the layers on both sides of the interface relax towards e
other, whereas in poorly matched regions, in which ato
are close to on-top configurations, the layers relax away fr
each other.

We note that the oxygen layer at the interface show
warping of about 0.05 Å. It appears reasonable to exp9

that, because of the stiffer elastic moduli in the ceramic,
atomic-layer relaxation on the MgO side of an MgO/Cu i
terface would be negligible. This is almost certainly the ca
for nonpolar interfaces, but some relaxation of the termin
ing layer in the polar case is plausible because, for exam
the oxygen-terminated MgO~111! free surface is thought to
be unstable with respect to reconstruction.43,49,54Warping of
this magnitude~0.05 Å! may still be too small to observe
experimentally, for example by high-resolution orZ-contrast
electron microscopy.

The layer warping of the ‘‘free-surface’’ oxygen layer
larger than that in the interior of the slab. We attribute th
strong warping to the tensile strain imposed on the MgO
does not occur in calculations for unstrained MgO.42

2. Interface bond lengths

The forces on the interface Cu and O layers act to o
mize the Cu-O bonding across the interface, consistent w
the constraints imposed by the local coordination envir
ment. Atoms within the interface bilayer that are situated
regions of good fit~threefold coordination! relax to positions
closer to the interface, and those in regions of poor fit~on-
top configuration! relax away from the interface, relative t
the mean layer coordinate normal to the interface.

The distribution of Cu-O bond lengths across the interfa
is plotted in Fig. 6, which shows the number of bonds with
a bond length interval of 0.1 Å. Three groups of bond leng
may be identified: those in the range 1.9, 2.1, and 2.3 Å. T
smallest bond lengths, in the range of 1.9 Å, correspond
essentially on-top Cu-O configurations. This value is close
the Cu-O equilibrium interface separation of 1.8 Å calculat
for coherent interfaces with a parallel translation that cor
sponds to the on-top configuration, as described earlier.
bond lengths in the vicinity of 2.1 Å correspond to atom
close to either threefold hollow sites or twofold bridge site
and their close partners across the interface. Bonds of ne
on-top or bridge atoms with more distant partners in
layer across the interface are responsible for the bond len
greater than about 2.3 Å. The average bond length is ab

FIG. 5. Layer warping for 187-atom MgO/Cu interface calcu
tion. The abscissa represents the mean value of the coordinazi

normal to the interface plane for a given atomic layer. The ordin
represents the variance ofzi .
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2.1 Å, close to the equilibrium bond length calculated
coherent interfaces with the parallel translation correspo
ing to the threefold hollow-site configuration.

3. Misfit dislocations for (111) layers

In Fig. 7 are plotted the atomic coordinates of the Cu
interface bilayer projected onto the~111! plane of the inter-
face. The unit cell of the calculation, the outline of which
drawn in the figure, is repeated periodically. The figure m
be interpreted as a periodic array of regions of good fit~near
the centers of the two triangles that make up the diamo
shaped unit cell! interspersed with regions of poor fit~at the
corners of the diamond!.

The structure of the defect network that results from
superposition of~111! layers has previously been inves
gated experimentally53 and by molecular dynamics comput
simulation.55–57 For the relatively small misfit considered i
that work, the defect network could be analyzed in terms

FIG. 6. Distribution of Cu-O bond lengths across interface o
tained in 187-atom MgO/Cu interface calculation. The number
bonds per unit cell whose bond lengths fall within intervals of 0.1
intervals is shown. Bond lengths of about 1.9 Å correspond to
top configurations, whereas bond lengths of 2.1 Å correspon
hollow sites or bridge sites.

FIG. 7. Cu~filled circles! and O~open circles! interface bilayer
atomic positions projected onto a plane parallel to the interfa
Boundaries of the diamond shaped unit cell are shown. The
boundaries connect nodes that represent points of worst match
upper triangle of the unit cell represents ‘‘normal’’ stacking and
lower triangle represents faulted stacking. Based on results of
atom MgO/Cu interface calculation. Abscissa is parallel to^011&
direction, and ordinate tô211̄& direction.
r
d-

y

d-

e

f

misfit dislocations. If the misfit dislocation line segments a
perfect dislocations with Burgers vectors of 1/2^110& type,
the network corresponds to the Wigner-Seitz cell bounda
of a two-dimensional lattice with hexagonal symmetr
When the interface-stacking-fault energy is not too lar
however, the nodes of the dislocation network have a t
dency to dissociate to reduce the magnitude of the Burg
vectors, at the expense of creating faulted regions. If
dissociation is essentially complete, the dissociated Burg
vectors are of 1/6̂211& type, and the line segments boun
triangular regions with trigonal symmetry.

The description in terms of misfit dislocations, howev
assumes that dislocation core regions may be distinguis
from essentially coherent regions. The distinction betwe
dislocation core and regions of good match, however,
comes ambiguous when the mismatch is large and the
work cell size is severely reduced. Therefore we do not
tempt to quantify rigorously the extent to which dislocatio
are dissociated. For qualitative discussion, however, it
pears natural to regard the lines connecting worst-fitt
nodes~on-top sites! as the dislocations, and this gives rise
cells of essentially trigonal symmetry, as observed in ato
istic simulations for systems with smaller misfit.55,56

V. DISCUSSION

In this work, first-principles calculations are performe
for the model interface$222%MgO/Cu. The experimentally
relevant oxygen termination is given the most attention,
though a few calculations are also performed for the M
termination. Relatively small unit cells are employed to ch
acterize coherent interfaces, and large-cell calculations
performed to investigate features of the semicoherent in
face. Both the coherent and the semicoherent interface
culations have a useful role in the characterization of t
interface, as well as other interfaces with large misfit.

Because of the large misfit of$222%MgO/Cu, a realistic
simulation of the atomic structure of this system must
count for the lattice constant mismatch. Our 187-atom c
calculations provide qualitative information about the atom
relaxation in the presence of misfit. We find that the interfa
atoms in relatively coherent regions move toward the int
face and those in regions of poorer fit move away from
This occurs on both sides of the interface, and the warpin
the O and Cu layers is comparable. The warping of the lay
is clearly a property inherent to semicoherent interfaces
is absent in coherent interfaces. We expect these feature
persist in calculations that correspond more closely to
true mismatch of$222%MgO/Cu, which are in progress.

Extensive calculations were also performed within the
herent interface approximation. The coherent interface ca
lations yield interface separations and Cu-O bond leng
across the interface that correspond closely to those foun
regions of the semicoherent interfaces where the local e
ronment is similar. For example, the equilibrium interfa
separation for a coherent interface in the on-top configu
tion is close to that obtained in the regions of poorest ma
of the semicoherent interface, where Cu and O atoms
essentially opposite each other. The same correspond
applies to coherent interface calculations in the hollow c
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figuration and regions of best match of the semicoherent
terface.

Calculations for coherent interfaces are most suitable
calculating detailed electronic spectra, because exten
k-point sampling is required, which is feasible only for sm
cells. It would be desirable to represent the electronic den
of states for the~‘‘true’’ ! semicoherent interface as a supe
position of the densities of states obtained for coherent in
faces with different parallel translations. Since the major
of atoms are in regions of relatively good match, it is po
sible that the results for the hollow-site coherent interfa
represent, to a good approximation, the spectra for the s
coherent interface. This issue is under investigation and
be discussed elsewhere.

The coherent interface adhesive-energy calculations
low closely the compact analytical representation of Eq.~2!.
This property will be useful for the design of classical p
tential models, such as MEAM or variable charge mode
for which the satisfaction of Eq.~2! will be a necessary con
dition. The coherent and semicoherent flat-layer adhes
er
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energy calculations suggest, see Eq.~4!, that the adhesive
energies per unit area for the semicoherent interface and
coherent interface are comparable. Further calculations
necessary, however, to confirm this hypothesis.
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